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ABSTRACT
The Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild of the 17th and 18th centuries Holy Roman
Empire implemented a remarkable and effective training program for its apprentices: an
expedited two-year apprenticeship structure with a seven-year journeyman period when
the training was applied. Studying the structure of the apprenticeship and how the
expedited system was implemented gives a new insight into an effective and efficient
teaching model. This training regimen was made possible because apprentices received
the necessary musical foundation and pedagogical methods through attending the Latin
school. This is evidenced through analysis and comparison of the Latin school primers
(textbooks) and the trumpet treatises, which contextualize the structure and use of the
treatises.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
The Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild in the Holy Roman Empire was founded in 1623
and disbanded in 1806.1 By the turn of the 17th century, the traditional medieval craft
guilds transformed into privileged exclusive institutions marked by the strive for
monopoly through extensive regulations or mandates (to eliminate competition and to
restrict membership), which were authorized by the emperor or the electors.2 The
trumpeters of the Guild had several important roles: they would accompany the electors,
perform military signals, perform public announcements and festive music in court, and
were used as diplomatic envoys.3 These trumpeters were held to high standards, and to
achieve these standards, the Guild instituted a training regimen that proved effective and
remained in place for almost two centuries. Studying the structure of the apprenticeship
1

The Holy Roman Empire’s borders continuously changed in its existence;
however, it generally encompassed modern day Northern Italy, Germany, Austria, Czech
Republic, and parts of France, Poland, Netherlands, and Belgium. Although there was an
emperor, it was mostly a decentralized form of government; there were generally seven
electors that ruled their respective states. Those electors would convene for legislative
purposes and elected the emperor; however, it eventually became completely symbolic as
the Electors were bribed to elect the Hapsburg family every time. Traditionally, the Pope
coronated the emperor, but that tradition lasted until 1530.
2

Black, Guilds and Civil Society in European Political Thought from the Twelfth
Century to the Present, 8 and 16.
3

The Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild also included kettledrummers and were paired
together in all the titles and mandates. This document will not include the kettledrummers
in its scope and will refer to the Imperial Trumpeters’ and Kettledrummers’ Guild as the
Imperial Trumpeters Guild.
1

and how the expedited system was implemented gives new insight into an effective and
efficient teaching model that could inform the period performer.
The training for an Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild modeled the overall structure of
the craft guilds. Craft guild training began with an apprenticeship, when a student studied
with a master, then a journeyman period, when the student applied their training, and
finally, the craftsmen would produce their “masterpiece” to be admitted into the level of
master.4 The Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild included two years of full-time apprenticeship
with a master, then seven years in the field (military) as a journeyman. Once completed,
the trumpeter was titled as Master. In contrast to the craft guild, there was no production
of a “masterpiece” in the Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild, but there was an exit exam upon
the completion of the apprenticeship.
Although most of the trumpeter’s development was during their fieldwork, their
apprenticeship had to provide them with the essential skills with only two years of
instruction which is a remarkably short timespan considering the instrument’s difficulty.
Even with the only supplied example of a two-year curriculum by Johann Ernst
Altenburg in his 1795 treatise Versuch Einer Anleitung…, modern-day musicologist
Detlef Altenburg has criticized it as “idealistic.” He explained the thorough training in
clarino (upper register) technique would “generally not have been manageable in the
two-year apprenticeship period.”5

4

Black, Guilds and Civil Society in European Political Thought from the Twelfth
Century to the Present, 15.
5

Altenburg, Untersuchungen Zur Geschichte Der Trompete Im Zeitalter Der
Clarinblaskunst (1500 - 1800) 1-3, 74.; “Es is zu beachten, daß der von J.E.
ALTENBURG entworfene Lehrplan ein Idealbild und damit die Höchst-forderungen
wiedergibt… Eine derartig gründliche Ausbildung im Clarinblasen, wie sie von
2

Additionally, in 17th century prominent music teacher, composer, and church
musician Daniel Speer’s (1636-1707) treatise, Grund-richtiger… Unterricht (1697), this
difficulty was emphasized: “Note well. These instruments of the trumpets are played by a
few people because they require great strength of body, which is extremely difficult for
the beginner.”6 He continued listing the most difficult challenges:
What must a beginner note in study so it will be easier for him and what will it
require?...So the essential thing in trumpet playing is the correct
embouchure…Further, the correct playing of this instrument requires the
following: (1) healthy bodily strength, (2) strong, long-holding breath, (3) a
quickly moving or running tongue, (4) an inflexible diligence in constant practice,
through which the embouchure will be developed and maintained…(5) good long
trills which are made with the chin, as one must become accustomed to shaking or
trembling even though it is almost out of use at this time. And the trumpeter must
produce the tone two ways, one by pulling the breath (Schleiffen), the other by
articulating with the tongue (Stossen); if one cannot do both ways then he should
choose the one best for him, but tonguing is the best way.7

In summation, the trumpeters had to have clarity of sound, the agility of the
tongue, which includes a variety of articulations, and great flexibility before they would
have been deployed to the field. Considering all these challenges, the two-year
apprenticeship needed to cover the most essential skills while most of the trumpeter’s
development would be independently learned during their fieldwork. Consequently, the

ALTENBURG vorgesehen wurde, dürfte in der zweijährigen Lehrzeit in der Regel nicht
zu bewältigen gewesen sein.“
6

N.B. Dieses Instruments der Trompeten, findet man wenig privat-personen, so es
erlernen, Ursache, es erfordert seht große Leibs Kräften, so einem incipienien höchst
beschwerlich fallen.
7

Fetter, “Daniel Speer, Stadtpfeiffer (1636-1707),” 28–29.

3

fundamental questions of this document are: how was the apprenticeship structured to be
so efficient, and what were regarded as the essential skills?
Previous scholarship has written about the music in the courts of the Holy Roman
Empire, such as edited by Andrew Weaver, Companion to Music at the Hapsburg Courts
in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, (2021), and Keith Polk’s German
Instrumental Music of the Late Middle Ages (1992), as well as John Butt’s Music
Education and the Art of Performance in the German Baroque (1994), however, these
extensive works have not addressed the apprenticeship model and the Imperial
Trumpeters’ Guild’s pedagogy. In the specific scholarship on the Imperial Trumpeters’
Guild history and further dissertations that analyzed trumpet treatises or instruction
manuals,8 they have concentrated on what was taught and connected its use to modern
applications.9 This document’s inquiry instead encompasses most of the 16th and 17th
centuries’ known trumpet treatises and demonstrates how the apprentices were taught
through examining the overall structure of the curriculum and the pedagogical methods to
answer how the two-year apprenticeship model was successfully achieved.

8

Examples are: Laubhold, Lars. Magie Der Macht: Eine Quellenkritische Studie
Zu Johann Ernst Altenburgs Versuch Einer Anleitung Zur Heroisch-Musikalischen
Trompeter- Und Pauker Kunst (Halle 1795). Würzburg: Königshausen & Neumann,
2009.; Meredith, Henry M. “Girolamo Fantini’s Trumpet Method: A Practical Edition.
(Volumes I and II) (Brass, Baroque; 17th-Century Italy, Pedagogy).” D.A., University of
Northern Colorado, 1984.; Bertoluzzi, Mario David. “Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art of the
Trumpet’ of 1614: A Modern Edition.” D.A., University of Northern Colorado, 2002.
Example: Roseborrough, Andrew Jay. “The Modern Pedagogical Potential of
the Baroque Natural Trumpet.” D.M.A., University of Miami, 2010.
9

4

Moreover, because the Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild was structured as a craft guild,
scholars have deemed the apprenticeship pedagogy to have been a guild secret.10 None of
the Guild’s mandates have specified keeping the trumpet technique a secret, and the few
trumpeters who produced treatises during the Guilds’ time openly revealed their craft.11
The primary trumpet treatises that this document investigates were produced by
Holy Roman Empire’s field and court trumpeters from the 16th through 18th century. The
document discusses Magnus Thomsen’s Musikbuch (c.1598), Cesare Bendinelli Tutta
l'arte della trombetta (1614), Caspar Hentzschel Oratorischer (1620), Fantini Modo per
imparare a sonare di tromba (1638), and J. E. Altenburg Versuch eine Antleitung…
(1795) that will be utilized to address how the apprenticeship structure came to be, its
curriculum, and its pedagogical methods.
Further investigations into the Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild structure and its
historical context show that the apprentices most likely attended the Latin schools before
starting their trumpet apprenticeship and established a thorough musical foundation in
aural skills, music theory, and voice. This document will also examine Latin school
primers (textbooks) that demonstrate the likely aural skills curriculum and exercises that
were utilized such as Heinrich Faber’s Compendiolum Musica (1548) and Gallus
Dressler’s Præcepta Musicæ Poëticæ (1563), since they were still in use through the 17th
century and mandated as required textbooks. Furthermore, investigating the Latin school

10

Titcomb even elaborates that various articulations and lip trill technique were
“guild secrets.” See Titcomb, “Baroque Court and Military Trumpets and Kettledrums:
Technique and Music,” 77.
11

In the 1548 mandates there was a specification to keep guild secrets which was
applicable for the previous version of the guild, but not for the Imperial Trumpeters’
Guild (1623-1806).
5

primers lead to a connection to the trumpet pedagogy; overall, the increased use of
practical examples in Latin schools directly influenced how the trumpet treatises were
structured: with sparse text, some exercises, and a plethora of musical pieces and military
signals. More specifically, the methodologies that both Latin school and trumpet treatises
use were repetition and memorization, aural skill methodologies, and considerations for
physiology.
The second chapter surveys the historical background and the role of the
trumpeter within the imperial court. Given the high status of the imperial trumpeters, a
standardized training system became necessary to ensure the quality of performance,
subsequently this chapter includes how standardization of teaching was possible. Most
importantly, this chapter answers why there was a two-year structure; that because of a
shortage of trumpeters, an expedited system was required, thus an apprenticeship was set
for two years of training.
The third chapter examines the context of the Latin schools, their musical
curriculum and primers, and how they set the stage for an effective and expedited system.
In addition, as the apprentices were likely to attend these schools, they would have
developed a musical foundation in aural skills prior to the apprenticeship which would
have allowed the expedited training.
The fourth chapter demonstrates how Latin school methodologies were utilized in
trumpet pedagogical applications through foremost pedagogical methodologies:
memorization and repetition, a practical approach, use of ample examples, and bicinium
(duets).

6

Lastly, the fifth chapter connects the apprenticeship curriculum that is listed in
J.E. Altenburg’s treatise (1795) to the content and order of the two other major trumpet
treatises by Bendinelli (1614) and Fantini (1638) and establishes the structure of the twoyear trumpet apprenticeship.

7

CHAPTER 2:
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND THE NEED FOR
EXPEDITED SYSTEM
2.1 Historical Background
The trumpet has historically represented the state authority within military and
civic functions. It was symbolic of the voice of God and its loud effect granted natural
superiority over other instruments during battles and civic gatherings. Therefore,
honorable and well-trained men upheld the status of the trumpeter. Because of this, since
the medieval Holy Roman Empire to its dissolution in 1806, any municipality outside the
noble courts had to request special permission to obtain trumpeters.
The earliest trumpet guilds were formed in the large municipalities where they
were able to request such special permissions. The first known record of a founded guild
was in the 13th century with trumpeters of the town of Lucca, Italy.12 The other noted
cities to acquire trumpeters were Augsburg (1426), Bautzen (1584), Leipzig (1599), and
Nuremberg (1631). 13

12

Stephan, “German Military Music: An Outline of Its Development,” 11.

Gleason, “Cavalry and Court Trumpeters and Kettledrummers from the
Renaissance to the Nineteenth Century,” 36.; Menke, History of the Trumpet of Bach and
Handel, 20.
13

8

In 1548, under the emperor Charles V, the first trumpet “national federation” was
established with privileges and mandates led by the empire’s highest ranking field
trumpeter in Dresden. An example of the following five mandates (out of thirty-seven
articles):
1. Only the Reichsstände [imperial states], princes and dignitaries of clerical and
secular territories, were allowed to keep trumpeters and kettledrummers.
2. Prisoner trumpeters were to be exchanged for officers only.
3. Trumpeters, like officers, wore ostrich feathers on their hats.
4. Like officers with the flag of truce, they were granted the right of free passage.
5. The secrets of the guild which were transmitted by word of mouth were not to
get into the hands of civil musicians.14
Although there were mandates that limited who could acquire a trumpeter and outlined a
trumpeter’s status, there were no mandates regarding the apprenticeship structure and
who could teach or be accepted as an apprentice before the establishment of the Imperial
Trumpeters’ Guild in 1623. During the Counter-Reformation period, a major arms race
began in Europe after the 1555 Diet of Augsburg that sought to allow both Lutheranism
and Catholicism in the Holy Roman Empire, but did not completely resolve all
contentions. Subsequently, with the high recruitment of soldiers and mercenaries, there
was a requirement for more trumpeters, due to a small ensemble of trumpeters needed per
each squadron.15 By the time the Thirty-Year War began in 1618, there was already an

Stephan, “German Military Music: An Outline of Its Development,” 11. The
year 1548 is often mistyped as 1528, since JE Altenberg made that mistake, see in JE
Altenberg p.23. See facsimile of the mandates with the correct date in Detlef Altenberg
(1973) Volume II p. 134.; In German sources Charles V is referred as Karl V; It is highly
disputed how “national” it was, regardless, it did not provide the same Empire-wide
protections and craft-guild rights as the 1623 mandates did.
14

Gleason, “Cavalry and Court Trumpeters and Kettledrummers from the
Renaissance to the Nineteenth Century,” 46.
15

9

urgent demand for a large number of qualified trumpeters, thus a need for expedited
training.
The Thirty-Year War (1618-1648) drew most of the major powers in Europe into
battle and significantly increased the demand for field trumpeters to accompany the
newly expanded military cavalry units - a request that met an already depleted source.
Therefore, tower trumpeters and under-trained trumpeters assumed the role of field
trumpeters and as a result, they poorly performed military signals on the battlefield. This
devalued the prestige held by the field trumpeters as messengers of the State and
undermined the Sovereign’s authority.
Moreover, the Holy Roman Empire courts cut musical expenses to fund their war
efforts which threatened the employment of the last established well-trained court
trumpeters. This prompted the Electoral Brandenburg court trumpeter, Caspar Hentschel
to publish a significant letter that halted this imminent catastrophe. In August 1620,
Caspar Hentzschel published a lengthy essay, dedicated to the newly crowned Frederick
V, King of Bohemia.16 The essay, Oratorical Peal and Call on the Commendable Origin,

16

Elector Frederick V (1596-1632), who was a Calvinist, was elected King of
Bohemia on August 26, 1619, removing Emperor Ferdinand II from ruling Bohemia
when Bohemian Protestants rebelled against the Catholic emperor. However, with the
Holy Roman Empire defeating Bohemia in the Battle of the White Mountain on
November 8th, 1620, it marked the beginning of the end of Elector Frederick V’s shortlived rule. Hentzschel was originally from Dresden and a Lutheran, so it is no surprise
that he supported Bohemian’s side. Since Hentzschel wrote that the condition of the
trumpeter position has been long discussed and meant to be published, it is likely that
these were discussed while he was still employed in Dresden and that it was there when
the trumpet corp. potentially decided that he would be responsible for publishing this
document (as he was freshly employed at Brandenburg at the time of the publication of
his treatise). In the end, the Elector of Saxony, who is seated in Dresden and an ally of
the Emperor, became in charge of, and held the headquarters of the trumpet guild.

10

Amiable Charm and Proper Employment of the Knightly Art of the Trumpet called for
immediate protection of the status and training of court and field trumpeters in the Holy
Roman Empire due to their alarmingly diminished quality.17 In this crucial document,
Hentzschel made the recommendation of an expedited apprenticeship model that would
quickly provide properly trained trumpeters to the battlefield. As a result, it would restore
the quality of playing that would regain the honor of God’s instrument and consequently
the King’s divine legitimacy.18
On February 27th, 1623, during the Reichstag (Electoral College) meeting in
Regensburg, a coalition of court and field trumpeters and kettledrummers presented their
newly drafted thirteen articles that constituted the Guild.19 Emperor Ferdinand II then
decreed a formal Imperial Trumpeters’ and Kettledrummers’ Guild that provided a
systematic and expedited training apprenticeship that ensured the pedigree of the
trumpeter, and by extension, the dignity and authority of the State. The Imperial
Trumpeters’ and Kettledrummers’ Guild was structured similarly to a craft guild: they
had rights to self-enforcement, limiting membership, instituting a two-year

17

Hentzschel, Caspar. Oratorischer Hall Und Schall Vom Löblichen Ursprung,
Lieblicher Anmuth Und Empfindlichen Nutzen Der Rittermessigen Kunst Der
Trommeten,[Oratorical Peal and Call on the Commendable Origin, Amiable Charm and
Proper Employment of the Knightly Art of the Trumpet] trans. Peter Downey (Berlin,
1620.repr. Northern Ireland, 2011).
18

Hentzschel, Caspar. Oratorischer Hall Und Schall.

The 1623 mandate lists their names: “Empire’s most loyal servants- Jacob
Paradis, Andreas Friz (called Mattes), Heinrich Cürstorbh, Martin Ardendt, Adam
Schroffenawer, Hanns Wilhelm Stanier, Peter Paudien, Johann Waldschmidt, Hanns
Weidenbusch, and Georg Adam Kaldenschnea”; See Detlef Altenburg (1973) Volume 2,
p. 47-55 for facsimile of the original mandate, see Peter Downey (1983) Volume 1 p.
326-329 for English translation.
19

11

apprenticeship, and requiring seven years of field service before achieving mastery. Upon
return to the court, the trumpeters were expected to achieve artistry and musicianship.20
Since the 1623 original mandate, further mandates and privileges were invoked
and reconfirmed sixteen times by either the Emperor or the Elector of Saxony between
the years 1630 and 1804.21
The end of the Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild was gradual. In 1718, Emperor Karl
VI began to scale down the number of trumpeters in his court due to expenses after the
Turkish wars.22 In Catholic states, trumpeters, and other instrumentalists, were no longer
permitted to play in church because of Pope Benedict XIV’s February 9th, 1749
encyclical Annus qui hunc (In The Current Year: On the Upkeep and Cleanliness of The
Church), reasoning that the instrumentalists overpowered the singers and produced
theatrical music. This only made matters worse with courts cutting numbers of musicians
and limiting church employment only to the Lutheran states. It then drew further tension
between the court and the tower trumpeters; with the economic turmoil, both court and
tower trumpeters would “misuse their art” and accept additional employment outside of
their respective allowed parameters. It consequently lowered the trumpeters’ prestige of
status by performing at pubs, civil weddings, and amongst “jugglers.” This is evidenced

20

Field service meant as military service, in which they had to participate in at
least one military campaign.
Tarr, “Further Mandate Against the Unauthorized Playing of Trumpets
(Dresden, 1736),” 68–69.; In the years: 1630, 1650, 1653, 1658, 1661, 1683, 1692, 1706,
1709, 1711, 1715, 1736, 1747, 1767, 1769 and 1804.
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Lindner, Die kaiserlichen Hoftrompeter und Hofpauker im 18. und 19.
Jahrhundert, 12.
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in the 18th century Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild mandates that were continuously
reconfirmed and further attempted enforcements on disparities between court and tower
trumpeters, specifying where and when it was appropriate to play.23
Johann Ernst Altenburg’s (1734-1801) 1795 treatise Versuch eine Antleitung…, is
the only known primary source that includes a comprehensive treatise on trumpet guild
history, equipment, repertoire, and pedagogy. Although J.E. Altenburg was once a field
trumpeter, he had difficulty finding a lasting court trumpet position after his prolonged
military services. Eventually, he was employed as an organist in Bitterfeld by 1770. He
began working on his treatise as early as 1767 and attempted to have the first version of
his manuscript published as a periodical in 1770. Unfortunately, it failed at gaining court
audience interest for a subscription.24 His treatise was an attempt to restore the status of
the court trumpeter by gaining the rising aristocratic class support, similarly to Caspar
Hentzschel’s 1620 letter. However, even with Altenburg’s final success to publish in
1795, it was too late, and it did not acquire the aristocratic support.25
At the beginning of the 19th century, geopolitical and economic turmoil with the
Napoleonic wars eventually culminated in Napoleon Bonaparte coronating himself as
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See 1711 Elector of Saxony mandate reconfirmation of the 10th article. In 1736
mandate issued by Duke of Saxony, the 10th article’s enforcement of 100 Rhenish
guilders of gold fine is re-emphasized.
24

Laubhold, Magie Der Macht: Eine Quellenkritische Studie Zu Johann Ernst
Altenburgs Versuch Einer Anleitung Zur Heroisch-Musikalischen Trompeter- Und
Pauker Kunst (Halle 1795), 39–40.
25

Even when he finally found a publisher that would publish his manuscript, the
publisher chose poor-quality paper since they still did not think this book would sell. See
Laubhold (2009) p 43.
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Emperor,26 resulting in Emperor Francis II dissolving the Holy Roman Empire in 1806.
Therefore, no further Reichstag meetings were held, and the imperial mandates were no
longer binding. Locally, King of Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm III, waived the
apprenticeship requirements and fees for the Prussian Trumpet Cavalry Regiment on
November 8th, 1810.27 The Elector of Saxony abolished all guilds in 1831. And in
Vienna, the Union of Court Trumpeters was dissolved on August 28th,1878.28

2.2 The Role of the Trumpeter
There were primarily three roles that trumpeters assumed in the Holy Roman
Empire: Field Trumpeters, Court Trumpeters, and as Stadtpfeifer. The Field and Court
trumpeters were part of the Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild, while the Stadtfeifer eventually
created their own guild and their music will not be discussed. Each had their own
function, venue, and music that they performed.

26

With much more complicated geopolitical events, oversimplified: the belief at
the time that there could only be one empire, thus one Emperor, Napoleon’s coronation in
1804 directly contradicted and threatened the Holy Roman Empire’s existence. With
Emperor Francis II losing to Napoleon on the battlefield in December 1805, the
dissolution and Francis II’s abdication ensured that Napoleon would not be able to
become the Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire.
Ed Tarr wrote “1713”, in his 1711 mandates commentary, however, Friedrich
Wilhelm III lived in 1770-1840, he probably meant Friedrich Wilhelm I, as he is referring
to J.E. Altenburg p. 28 explanation of dismissal of trumpeters in the Berlin court in 1713.
The correct date is found in Detlef Altenburg (1973) V.1 p. 67. Tarr does acknowledge
the 1810 date in his 2001 translation and commentary of the 1736 mandates.
27

28

Tarr, Mandate against the Unauthorized Playing of Trumpets and Beating of
Military Kettledrums, 1.; Altenburg, Untersuchungen Zur Geschichte Der Trompete Im
Zeitalter Der Clarinblaskunst (1500 - 1800) 1-3, 67.
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Classification in order of rank (high – low)
Field Trumpeter: A trumpeter who went through an apprenticeship process, seven years
as a journeyman, and served in at least one military campaign. Field Trumpeters could
also later serve in the court. The officer status and all the rights and privileges were
maintained if they still served in the military.
Court Trumpeter: Ideally someone who is also a field trumpeter and finished their sevenyear duty, though that was not always the case. The apprenticeship process was also
required, however, if they did not complete the journeyman portion, they were not
allowed to acquire students. Lastly, they did not enjoy as many rights and privileges as a
field trumpeter and were essentially servants of the court.
Stadtpfeifer: This term generally meant municipal musicians. For trumpeters, they also
included tower trumpeters. The municipal musicians were used for tower duties (alarm
signals), church services (feasts), municipal announcements, and any required municipal
celebrations. As a Stadtpfeifer, they would be required to play on multiple instruments
besides the trumpet. In the Guild mandates, there were specifications to make sure that
the tower trumpeters and field trumpeters were distinguished and not intermixed.29

Field Trumpeters’ Role and Music
Trumpeters, paired with kettledrummers, were traditionally distinguished as
officers in the cavalry, while the infantry utilized fifes and drums. The cavalry consisted
of nobles (or “gentlemen”) as they were on horseback above the infantry, who often were

29

See 10th article of the 1653 imperial mandates.
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commoners. This encapsulates the trumpeters’ prestigious status of being in the nobles’
consort. 30
Appointed by Emperor Ferdinand I as the provost marshal, Lienhart Fronsperger
(c.1520-1575) wrote about the role of the field trumpeters in his extensive three-volume
military book, Kriegsbuch (war book) in 1573:
In each cavalry squadron there should be a trumpeter who should by day and
night be near the tent of his captain so that the captain has him at hand [for]
whatever happens. He always moves in front of the riders and the captain. He
should know the various trumpet calls such as when one is to saddle, to eat, to
mount or to dress. He should make noise when one is to meet and beat the enemy.
This is all expressed by the different sounds of the trumpet and the riders know
how to act accordingly.31
These trumpet calls became the essential repertoire for the apprenticeship examination.
The names are referred to and standardized in French, since European countries share
similar signals by this point.
Military Signals
In Johann Ernst Altenburg’s 1795 treatise, Versuch einer Anleitung…, he listed
the following military signals and their utility:
Boute - sell (Porté selles) [often spelled as Boute Selle or Boutasella]: boots and
saddles, sounded two or three hours before riding out of camp, its real importance
is to encourage the troops.
à Cheval: to horse. In the field, upon hearing this call the cavalry assembles in
order before the commander's quarters.
Le Marche: draw swords and march off.
La Retraite: retreat, played in the evening after the sun has gone down.
À l'Êtendart: to the colors. In the battle it is a signal for the scattered troops to
reassemble.
Alarme: blowing of alarms; danger near.
Apell blasen: to signal the retreat.
Gleason, “Cavalry and Court Trumpeters and Kettledrummers from the
Renaissance to the Nineteenth Century,” 41.
30

31

Stephan, “German Military Music: An Outline of Its Development,” 12.
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Ban: for announcements and proclamations.
Charge: the signal to attack.
Fanfare: for days of celebration and gala occasions.
Guet: for changing the guard [or to set watch].
…l'Assemblée, which was used to assemble soldiers leading their horses by hand,
waiting for the à Cheval to mount. 32
For the trumpet apprenticeship, Johann Ernst Altenburg specified that five
military signals were required for the exit examination.33 However, another treatise by
Anonymous from Halle in 1743 explicitly listed eight.34
There are indeed five military signals that can be found in each of the following
treatises: Thomsen (c.1598), Bendinelli (1614), Mersenne (1637), Fantini (1638), and
Winter (c.1795). They include Boutasella, à cheval (montacavallo), Marche (Cavalquet),
à l'êtendart (allo stendardo), and Guet (Augetto).35 The other signals that show up in
some, but not all, are (in order of popularity): Retreat (La Retraite), Entrance, Pitch the
tent (butte la Tenda) Horse ride (cavalche), and To the table (Mess call). Figures 2.1 and
2.2 are examples of a set of military signals from Magnus Thomsen’s Musikbuch
(c.1598).36
Gleason, “Cavalry and Court Trumpeters and Kettledrummers from the
Renaissance to the Nineteenth Century,” 33–34.; Altenburg, Versuch einer Anleitung zur
Heroisch-Musikalischen Trompeter- und Pauker-Kunst, trans. Edward Tarr (1795; repr.,
Nashville: Brass Press 1974) 89–91.
32

33

Altenburg, 37.

34

Altenburg, Untersuchungen Zur Geschichte Der Trompete Im Zeitalter Der
Clarinblaskunst (1500 - 1800) 1-3, 69.
35

J.E. Altenberg, he described Le Retraite as one of the five signals, and Guet as
additional. See p. 90-91.
36

The order of the signals is Ingangk (Entrance), Pottesella (Boutasella, boots and
saddles), Monttacawalla (à cheval, mount up), Monttacawalla Altto, Auged (Guet, the
Watch), Dannede oder Cawalke ALH (similar to Bendinelli’s Cavalsche, horse ride), and
Alles dandare (à l’êtendart, to the banner).
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Figure 2.1 Military Signals Part 1. Thomsen, Musikbuch, p. 305

Figure 2.2 Military Signals Part 2 Thomsen, Musikbuch, p. 306
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Court Trumpeters’ Music
As members of the court, the Court Trumpeters played for ceremonial
processions, tournaments, festive mealtimes, and on other special occasions. These were
ensemble pieces that usually included two to seven trumpeters and sometimes a
kettledrummer.37 The trumpet music that was published in the 17th and 18th century would
traditionally include only one part, while the other parts would have been improvised.38
For the frequent ceremonial processions, the pieces were described as entrance and exit
fanfares called Aufzüge and Auszüge, respectfully. Entrance music was also referred to as
Intrada (or entrada), Quinta, Preambulum, and for exit, Final.39After 1740, these were
referred to as Marsch or Fanfare. According to Gleason, these pieces first appeared
around 1570 in Dresden.40 Evidently, the Dresden court trumpeters, Hendrich Lübeckh
and Magnus Thomsen, both included processional pieces and sonatas (which were used
for court festivities) in each of their respective c.1598 Musikbuch (music book).41

37

The parts were named after the trumpet note names to indicate register, from
low to high: Flattergrob, Grob-Stimm, faul, Mittel-Stimm, Principal, das ander Clarin,
das erste Clarin
38

Schünemann, “Sonaten Und Feldstücke Der Hoftrompeter,” 149–50.

Tarr and Downey, Cesare Bendinelli Tutta l’arte Della Trombetta 1614
Complete English Translation, Biography and Critical Commentary, 16.
39

Gleason, “Cavalry and Court Trumpeters and Kettledrummers from the
Renaissance to the Nineteenth Century,” 53.
40

41

Schünemann, “Sonaten Und Feldstücke Der Hoftrompeter,” 149.
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2.3 Standardization of Trumpet Pedagogy and Repertoire
The Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild needed to enforce a high level of playing and
teaching across the Holy Roman Empire to maintain its status. This may have been
difficult to accomplish with the lack of an official guild treatise or other documentation.
However, there were biannual Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild meetings and the trumpeters
convened frequently during diplomatic missions, including during Reichstag (imperial
diet).
The 1653 imperial mandate was the first to specify the biannual guild meetings
during Easter and Michaelmass in the twenty-first article. Although those meetings were
meant to mediate any quarrels, the following eighteenth article elaborated the case that
someone needed a consultation in their playing:
If something happens to any member of the company connected with his art, and
he therefore needs help and advice, or there is a matter concerning which the
company holds a meeting, it is the duty of each man who is asked to attend at the
appointed place and time. If, however, anyone should disobey and not attend,
without any important reason or cause, such as an act of God, or the service of his
lord and the like, then this man shall each time be fined 1 Reichsthaler or
according to his deserts.42
Although the trumpeters had the right to ask to meet individually or during the
guild meetings, they also had opportunities to meet in the diplomatic missions. During
these diplomatic gatherings and Reichstag, the noblemen would bring large number of
trumpeters with the entourage to play for their procession into the city, and during
ceremonies and banquets.43 The number of trumpeters one had was considered a symbol

Smithers, “The Hapsburg Imperial Trompeter and Heerpaucker Privileges of
1653,” 92.
42

43

The frequency of the Reichstag meetings were not determined, but after 1594,
they were held in Regensburg.
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of status. The Reichstag would involve all the seven electors, the imperial princes, and
imperial free cities representatives. Therefore, trumpeters from modern-day Germany,
North Italy, Burgundy, Austria, West Poland, and Czech Republic were present.
For a few of such gatherings (1608-1611), Jonas Kröschel of Dresden kept an
album amicorum (album of friends) notebook and collected autographs and short poems
from the other court trumpeters that were in attendance connotating the fraternity
relationships that were developing at those events.44 In addition, by the beginning of the
17th century, the Italian style of trumpet playing was already highly desirable in the
courts, with Italian trumpeters residing at the German courts since at least the middle of
the 16th century, as well as in Emperor Ferdinand I’s (1503-1564) imperial court. 45
Consequently, there was no need to maintain a treatise beyond the legal guild
mandates, since trumpeters from all the Holy Roman Empire electorate courts assembled
frequently. Therefore, with consistent Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild meetings and
diplomatic missions, the musical style, technique, and pedagogy were standardized.
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Rose, “Trumpeters and Diplomacy on the Eve of the Thirty Years’ War.”

Downey, “A Renaissance Correspondence Concerning Trumpet Music.”;
Ruhnke, Beiträge zu einer Geschichte der deutschen Hofmusikkollegien im 16.
Jahrhundert, 259–60.
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2.4 Caspar Hentzschel and the Apprenticeship Structure
In Hentzschel’s essay, Oratorical Peal and Call on the Commendable Origin,
Amiable Charm and Proper Employment of the Knightly Art of the Trumpet, Hentzschel
outlined that the reasons that the state and status of the trumpet performance were
collapsing were not only because of the great demand of trumpeters on the battlefield
while funding at the court dwindled, but also because the trumpet education was
increasingly ineffective. He claimed that undertrained trumpeters spent little amount of
time training large amounts of students, therefore, he made the recommendations to
restrict who could teach and limit the amount of students to one - which soon after
translated into the Guild’s mandates.46
According to Hentzschel, some teachers prior to the establishment of the Guild,
had three to twenty-five students and trained them at most for half a year to a year, so
their students were often not properly trained for the job.47 To make matters worse, the
teachers who recruited large amounts of students were, in fact, not qualified to teach
because they did not complete their journeymen stage. Therefore, they were performing a
disservice to the students and to the art, as Hentzschel highlighted: “…we find that the art
is so bungled and mutilated by such money grabbing greedy journeymen that common
proverb may be invoked which states that something goes as it comes: ‘Easy won, easy

46

Hentzschel, Caspar. Oratorischer Hall Und Schall.

47

Other apprenticeship models existed prior to the foundation of the Guild.
According to Downey’s commentary, the standard proper apprenticeship length was
three-year training and three-year journeyman in the court of Stuttgart, but it was not
necessarily adhered to elsewhere. See Hentzschel, 49.
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lost.’”48 As journeymen, these teachers would have only played the trumpet for two to six
years prior to accepting students, so those teachers were not experienced enough to
produce adequate trumpeters for the military. 49 Subsequently, once the Imperial
Trumpeters’ Guild was formed, the first mandates required the trumpet teachers to have
reached the rank of Master before recruiting students.50 Hentzschel also recommended
that the number of students a teacher should have must be limited to one. Once the
student finished their apprenticeship, the master had to wait another two years before
accepting another student, which was precisely drafted into the 1623 mandates.51
As a result, the officially standardized apprenticeship entailed two years of
training with an exit exam. Once passed, they served at least seven years as a journeyman
as field trumpeters (in the military), and served at least one campaign as required. This
ensured that the student had overall guidance of technique and performed at least five
military signals from memory for their exit exam.52 The lengthy journeyman portion
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Hentzschel, 35.

49

Hentzschel makes the case that these trumpet teachers were motivated by greed;
while the courts requested more trumpeters to be trained for the quick expanding cavalry
units, Hentzschel was highly critical of those teachers’ steep fees, that were paid by the
students, for the short apprenticeship that produced unemployable skills. His term for
these apprentices were “imperfectly-trained trumpeters.”
50

In the imperial mandates from 1653 and on, forms of punishments included
removing the right of having apprentices.
51

In the imperial 1630 mandate, article 1, came exceptions for up to two students
if one of the students was the master’s son. The original 1623 did not provide such
exception and only allowed one student at a time.
52

Altenburg, Versuch einer Anleitung zur Heroisch-Musikalischen Trompeterund Pauker-Kunst, 37.
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emphasized the importance of application and overall experience of the craft, prior to
being qualified as a Master.
Once the Guild mandates were drafted, to qualify to be an imperial trumpeter,
there were only three requirements: the apprentice had to be male, they needed to provide
their birth certificate, and a payment of 100 Reichsthaler.53 The birth certificate had to
prove that they were from an honorable background, meaning that the apprentice had to
have come from a legitimate marriage. To continue the apprenticeship and maintain
privileges as a Field or Court trumpeter, they would have to maintain honorable
(“knightly”) conduct.
There were generally three categories of those who sought an apprenticeship: a
child of a trumpeter, a court servant, or someone in the city who was able to afford the
tuition. Most trumpeters would begin their apprenticeship at university age, between the
ages of 15-20, and finish their journeyman portion during their late 20s or early 30s.54

53

They were exempt from paying the apprenticeship fee if they apprentice with
their father. In the 1653 mandate, additional one Reichsthaler fee were collected by the
village elder or senior member of a regiment when one declared that they were seeking
an apprenticeship. Moreover, they were required to pay one Gulden dues once per year
that went to the guild treasury for memorial services held at quarterly basis that also
honored their patron saint Archangel Gabriel, mandated in the twelfth article in 1623
mandates.
54

Through analyzing all the trumpeters in the 18th century that had a birth year,
apprenticeship starting year and/or regiment assignment, it was possible to deduce these
ages from Lindner, Andreas. Die kaiserlichen Hoftrompeter und Hofpauker im 18. und
19. Jahrhundert, 1999.
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Conclusion
Although historical context showed that there was a growing need for trumpeters
in the expended military, the art of the trumpet was collapsing on multiple fronts. With
the cutting of court music funding due to war expenses, there were fewer court
trumpeters who preserved the art, thus unqualified teachers were accepting large amounts
of students. Therefore, when there was an urgent need for more trumpeters, inadequate
trumpeters were recruited. Consequently, there was an urgent need to re-establish and
preserve the trumpeter’s status and a well-structured expedited educational model to
avoid the imminent catastrophe.
To halt this misfortune, court trumpeter Caspar Hentzschel’s published essay,
Oratorischer Hall Und Schall, in 1620 outlined the state of the art of the trumpet and
provided recommendations on establishing an exclusive expedited educational structure.
In 1623, the Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild was established to preserve the art and the high
status of trumpeters. Through this investigation, it was possible to understand why there
was a need for an expedited structure of only two years of apprenticeship and how it
came into existence.
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CHAPTER 3
THE LATIN SCHOOL AND ITS INFLUENCE ON TRUMPET
PEDAGOGICAL METHODS
Before becoming an apprentice, the trumpeter would have attended the Latin
schools, where they established their musical foundation. This foundation was essential
to how it was possible to have an expedited two-year system, as well as how the
pedagogical methodology was applied. From understanding the Latin school music
curriculum, the primers (textbooks) that were used, and general pedagogical
methodology, it is possible to reconstruct the foundation that students would have
received before starting their apprenticeship and the structure of the apprenticeship itself.

3.1 The Latin Schools
For music is a gift and largess of God, not a gift of men. Music drives away the
devil and makes people happy; it induces one to forget all wrath, unchastity,
arrogance, and other vices. After theology I accord to music the highest place and
greatest honor.55
-Martin Luther
During the Reformation era, Martin Luther thought that it was necessary to have
an educated public to procure successful widespread reform in the church. His vision
included schools in every town, as well as the inclusion of music classes and singing at
every school division. As Martin Luther wrote:

55

Buszin and Luther, “Luther on Music,” 88.
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It is necessary indeed that music be taught in the schools. A teacher must be able
to sing…we should not ordain young men into the ministry unless they have
become well acquainted with music in the schools…We should always make it a
point to habituate youth to enjoy the art of music, for it produces fine and skillful
people.56
More importantly, music had a significant indoctrinated role into Christian devotion by
including the congregation in the singing during the services, which they were excluded
from before the Reformation. Martin Luther continued:
…next to theology there is no art which is the equal of music, for she alone, after
theology, can do what otherwise only theology can accomplish, namely, quiet and
cheer up the soul of man, which is clear evidence that the devil… flees from the
voice of music just as he flees from the words of theology. For this very reason
the prophets cultivated no art so much as music in that they attached their
theology not to geometry, nor to arithmetic, nor to astronomy, but to music,
speaking the truth through psalms and hymns.”57
To include the congregation in the singing at the services, Luther’s close friend,
Johann Walter, who was the first cantor at a Lateinschule (Latin school) to teach music
classes in Torgau, published the earliest hymnal in 1524, Geistliches Gesangbüchlein
(liturgical singing booklet).58 The objective was to “wean German youth away from
vulgar songs” while also transforming secular music with sacred subjects in the
vernacular by having hymnals kept at home, schools, and church.59 To Walter, “…music
is so interwoven with theology that he who studies theology must likewise study music[,]
although he may not feel or understand it. Music is not an art to induce pleasure, but an
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Buszin and Luther, 86.
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Buszin and Luther, 84.

Sharp, “The Fathers of Lutheran Music,” 1063.; He later moved to Dresden
which at the time became the Electorate of Saxony’s capital.
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Sharp, “The Fathers of Lutheran Music,” 1061.
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art to praise and glorify God.”60 This belief continued through the 18th century and music
was kept as an essential subject in all Lutheran schools.
By the 17th century, boys from diverse social classes in the Lutheran states were
encouraged to attend the schools.61 Both German and Latin schools existed, and many
attended the Latin schools for the prospect of social mobility. They were the precursors
for university study.62
Even though the curriculum was standardized throughout the Lutheran states, the
starting age and how long one would study were not defined. The Latin school was
divided into a total of seven “forms,” and not grades.63 There were different divisions
where each student could take multiple years to complete. From a recent study on the
Zwickau Latin School, which was one of the largest Latin schools in the 17th century,
most students started their education at the ages of six to nine.64 The norm was to attend
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Sharp, 1063.
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These were supposed to be state sponsored, but for the most part they were
church, locally, or privately funded. So there were various names besides Lateinschule,
such as Landesschule that defined their sponsorship and language they used in teaching,
such as the German schools. Those who were poor were able to acquire financial aid by
singing in the church choirs.
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Ross, “Pupils’ Choices and Social Mobility After The Thirty Years War,” 338.
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According to Downey, there were ten divisions, decima being the lowest grade,
and prima/secunda being the highest. John Butt (1997) also writes Decima and Nona
p.17
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Ross, “Pupils’ Choices and Social Mobility After The Thirty Years War,” 332–

33.
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for one to two years and complete the first “form,” up to two “forms” to learn to read and
write in German.65
Those who were interested in attending the university would continue their
education at the Latin schools. However, completion was not required to enter the
university. The Latin school education took six to fifteen years to complete. Universities
often had students matriculate at 12 to 14-years-old, but if the student finished the Latin
school, they would most likely matriculate in their early 20s.

3.2 Music Education Structure
In the Latin schools, the Kapellmeister (the church cantor) taught the music
classes. It was believed that having music classes after lunch helped with digestion.
Throughout the 18th century, it was standardized to have music classes at noon or
between 1pm-2pm, on most days. However, with trends of physiological considerations
and new practices with voice performance in the 18th century, there was concern of
singing on a full stomach and requests were made for morning practices.66
In a regular overview curriculum structure, musicologist John Butt lists:
Instruction began at noon every day and the cantor is to open each lesson with
songs in two to four parts, even if all the boys are not yet present. The actual
course of instruction begins in the lowest classes (Decima and Nona) with study
of the chorales and psalms for the next Sunday’s worship. After this [in more
advanced classes], the boys learn musical notation and begin to sing the same
chorales in parts, followed by pieces in progressively complex polyphony.67
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Ross, 332.
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Butt, Music Education and the Art of Performance in the German Baroque, 90.;
Marpurg, Anleitung Zur Musik Überhaupt, Und Zur Singkunst Besonders, 34.
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Butt, “Germany - Education and Apprenticeship,” 17.
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For the lowest divisions, where school was taught in German, students learned the
fundamentals without notation, and did not utilize primers until they reached the Latin
school division.68
Even though the curriculum was standardized, the textbooks were not.69
Ordinances mandated specific 16th century primers; however, other primers were
supplemented in the schools that covered contemporary musical trends. As a result, there
were vast publications of music primers from the 17th and 18th centuries, modeling in
format after the 16th century original primers, with further focus on addressing the
practical needs.70

3.3 Latin School Primers
Since the Lutheran educational curriculum was established in Wittenburg, the
original music primers were also set there. The emphasis in their curriculum was sight
singing, the singing of polyphonic music, counterpoint, harmonic listening, improvised
counterpoint, embellishments, and transposition.71 By the end of the 16th century, school
primers were abandoning plainchant (musica choralis), and focusing on mensural music

Bellingham, “The Bicinium in the Lutheran Latin Schools During the
Reformation Period.,” 118.
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Ross, “Pupils’ Choices and Social Mobility After The Thirty Years War,” 328.;
The only standardized textbooks were Spruchbüchlein as the first textbook for young
children, that contained the ABCs, prayers, scriptures, and catechism to memorize.
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Butt, “Germany - Education and Apprenticeship,” 19–20.

Lorenz, “Pedagogical Implications of ‘Musica Practica’ in Sixteenth-Century
Wittenberg,” 276–78.
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(measured music) and polyphony (musica figuralis). The primers’ content generally
included:
…pitch names, clef signs, hexachords, solmization, hexachord mutation, types of
melody, intervals, and church modes. More advanced topics considered were:
note values (simple and in ligatures), dotted notes, mensuration (mode, tactus,
prolation), augmentation, diminution, and proportions.72
The shift in primer content was gradual, while old treatises were concurrently
taught; the 1661 School Ordinance in Halle still mandated Gallus Dressler’s treatise
Præcepta Musicæ Poëticæ (1563) to be kept part of the curriculum for the three upper
divisions.73 While at least one of the 16th century’s most popular textbooks, Heinrich
Faber’s Compendiolum Musica (1548), was popular through the 17th century, with its last
publication appearing in 1665.74 Even with the development of standardized scales, the
Guidonian Hexachord system was still practiced. Wolfgang Caspar Printz (1641-1717),
who is also known for his comprehensive treatises, wrote about his musical education:
And, in addition, each of my teachers instructed in a different manner, which, at
such a tender age, confused me a great deal, especially in music. From Herrn
Flaxius I learned the syllables: ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la with mutation. Herr Hammer
would not tolerate added to the six syllables a seventh, si. With Herrn Stöckel I
was required to sing pitches with letter names, all of which caused me much
difficulty and frustration. On top of all this, Herr Stöckel left us in 1652 and Herr
Andreas Pauli came in his place; with him I had to learn the syllables with
mutation all over again… With all of this, I unknowingly learned so much, that I
could sing works of Herrn (Andreas) Hammerschmidt and the like at sight”75
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Meanwhile, in the early 17th century, the published primers concentrated on
harmony and composition, reducing the number of rules from their 16th century
counterparts. Faber’s Compendiolum Musica (1548) was still used through the 17th
century because he already saw the need to make the rules more concise, “[w]hile
Spangenberg used nine questions and twenty-one rules to teach this subject, Faber
extracted the essentials of the same material and formed it into one question and four
short rules.”76
By the mid-17th century, school treatises shifted the practical approach by
providing an overview method: to briefly cover many different topics from basic
harmony, notation, and theory to elementary introduction of every instrument seen as
early as Michael Praetorius’ Syntagma Musicum (1614-1620). By the end of the 17th
century, this extensive model of multi-volume treatise decreased to a significantly briefer
version such as by Daniel Speer’s Grund-richtiger… Unterricht (1697). Consequently,
the teacher instructed an overview course of music fundamentals. The idea being, the
student would have the basic tools to be able to fill in any gaps at a later time.77

3.4 The Inception of the Expedited Latin School System
To reiterate, the trumpet apprenticeship structure was an expedited form to be
completed in a two-year period. This model of efficiency through a practical approach
was already developed and implemented within the Latin schools by the time the
Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild was formed.
Bellingham, “The Bicinium in the Lutheran Latin Schools During the
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Treatises of the early Latin schools developed efficient methods for a few reasons.
First, at the beginning of 16th century Germany and Italy, there was a trend of
transforming musica speculativa to musica practica. It shifted music from a branch of
mathematics, as a theoretical endeavor, to applied practice. There was no longer use for
the comprehensive theoretical approach since “the music textbooks in Germany had a
specific goal of providing good general education for all the students.”78 Therefore, the
textbooks had to be written in a way that anyone could learn the fundamentals of music
without the need of becoming virtuosic or professional-level musicians.
Secondly, with Saxon court choirs being disbanded in the 16th century, they were
subsequently replaced by schoolboy choirs; they had a greater responsibility to maintain
high-quality ensembles. “The practical aspects of these treatises were important for
choirboys because they [the choirboys] were constantly performing at weddings, funerals,
banquets, and in regular church services.”79
The peak of experimentation, exploring the best practical pedagogical approach,
was during the mid-to late 16th century when many treatises were published. The Saxon
School Ordinance of 1580 marked the absolute need of efficient and expedited musical
instruction. The reasoning was, “with the steady expansion of the cantor's musical
activity, the school authorities were increasingly concerned that music should not
consume too much of the time which might more profitably be directed towards
academic study.”80 Thus, the textbooks produced by the cantors, had to be “…concise,
Lorenz, “Pedagogical Implications of ‘Musica Practica’ in Sixteenth-Century
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teaching only the essential skill in practical music; music practice should be confined to
specific days or, if carried out every day, should not last too long.”81

3.5 Practical Examples
Most importantly, the key pedagogical method taken from the later 16th century
was to include as many great compositional examples as possible, and to include voice
duets, bicinia, as a method for singing practice. Sebald Heyden noted in 1540:
“[h]owever, concerning the order and arrangement of this work of ours, I could probably
have been briefer if I had been satisfied to use fewer examples. But since this art is
dependent not less upon practice than upon rules, and in fact requires longer exercises
than rules...”82 It became crucial to include not only plentiful applied examples, but the
best examples and excerpts from famous composers. Heyden wrote in his 1537 The Arte
Canendi:
Let the boys know that these canons have been gathered into this work not from
any authors at all, but from the most excellent and highly-praised musicians,
Josquin, Obrecht, Pierre de la Rue, Heinrich Isaac, and such like, so that for this
reason they may value these books of mine all the more when they know that
these examples written here are to be considered not only the best, but—as it
were—marvels of the musical art.83
As the students would have studied the pieces that they would sing in the church, the
1580 church ordinance required kapellmeister to not use their own compositions for
services and to choose pieces specifically from the “old, outstanding composers who are
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experienced in this art, such as Josquin, Clemens non Papa, and Orlande de Lassus.”84
Even the school ordinance of 1661 in Halle maintained that the acceptable music for high
feasts should be derived from the same composers.85 Furthermore, with new musical
trends of the late 17th century, it was required that students also be trained in 16th century
music.
The content of the primers shifted to include a minimal amount of text, fewer
exercises, and far more practical musical pieces. This could explain the order and
methodology of trumpet treatises that also consists of sparse amount of text, fewer
exercises that were placed before an abundance of sonatas, and practical musical pieces
that included ceremonial pieces and military signals.
By the end of the 17th century, instrumental music became more welcome in the
Lutheran church service, and in addition to singing, the Kapellmeister also taught various
instruments.86 This is evidenced with the addition of brief instrumental chapters at the
ends of the new primers. For example, string instruments are included in the treatises as
early as 1688 in Georg Falck’s Idea boni cantoris, das ist Getreu und gründliche
Anleitung.87 The most notable comprehensive treatises of the 17th century were Michael
Praetorius’ Syntagma Musicum (1614-1620), Marin Mersenne’s Harmonie Universelle
(1636-1637), and Daniel Speer’s Grundrichtiger Unterricht der musikalischen Kunst
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(1697) that covered theory, composition, and an introduction to the keyboard, strings,
brass, and winds.
Consequently, by the time the students began their trumpet apprenticeship, which
would be at or near the age of completion of the Latin school, they were already educated
in singing, harmony, composition, very likely another instrument, and, most importantly,
aural skills. These skills, which will be further elaborated on, were essential in the ability
to perform the ceremonial and festive repertoire. In addition, the Latin school also
established the pedagogical methods that were integrated into the trumpet treatises and
the expedited educational system.
The method of an efficient and expedited model was already implemented in the
Latin schools by the time that Caspar Hentzschel published his letter, thirty years later in
1620. Similarly to the Latin school, the apprenticeship also included a general overview
of trumpet technique and repertoire. The goal was that, through the seven years of
journeymen-ship, similarly to the Latin school, the gaps in technique and repertoire
would be filled through applied practice, and practical pieces were introduced early in the
curriculum such as the military signals.
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CHAPTER 4:
APPLIED PEDAGOGICAL METHODS
Johann Ernst Altenburg’s pedagogical curriculum, outlined in his 1795 treatise,
Versuch eine Antleitung…, listed nine lessons that spanned over a two-year period.88 This
is the only known treatise that provides a specific outline of how the trumpet Guild’s
apprenticeship could have been structured. His curriculum demonstrates not just what
was taught but how it was taught. This chapter will show how Altenburg’s pedagogy was
modeled after the Latin school’s methodology through implementation of memorization,
repetition, aural skills, use of practical examples, bicinium, and emphasis on physiology.
These methods would address how the trumpet repertoire and technical requirements
were approached and were able to successfully be achieved within the two-year
apprenticeship.

4.1 Memorization and Repetition
Since the implementation of Lutheran Latin school ordinances in the 16th century,
the pedagogy followed a strict paradigm: “[t]he humanist’s course of liberal studies and
the churchman’s catechism drill constituted a teaching program in which the acquisition
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of knowledge was promoted through a technique of habituation: everything divided into
small units of study, memorized, endlessly repeated verbatim in oral recitation.”89 This
continued to the point that: “[m]emorizing scriptural texts was relied upon above any
other instructional method, and apparently it was not unusual for model pupils to have a
repertoire of fifty or sixty psalms ready for recitation.”90 A specific example of that can
be found in Heinrich Faber’s 1548 treatise, Compendiolum Musica (that was still in use
through the 17th century), where he explained his pedagogical approach:
… so experience teaches that their [boys’] minds are greatly assisted by having
first principles set before them in a form brief and stripped of all encumbering
detail. Principles presented thus are better learned and stick more tenaciously in
the memory, since the brevity permits them to be repeated with great frequency.91
This method of dividing information or a large concept into small meaningful groupings,
then having the groupings repeatedly rehearsed and recalled as a whole, is what modern
cognitive psychology terms as chunking strategy.92 It is a substantiated method to
effectively memorize and learn large amounts of information.
In 17th to 18th century trumpet pedagogy, the foremost method used was copious
repetition and memorization; at the end of Altenburg's description of his nine lessons, he
stated, “[a]ccording to this particular plan, one can spend one or several months on each
lesson.”93 Beginning with the first lesson he said, “I would repeat this lesson several
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times a day, for about a half hour,”94 and from the seventh lesson he wrote, “[t]he first
year, one should set aside one day out every week, [and in] the second year, one day out
of every fourteen days or three weeks, for reviewing what has been done previously, so
that the pupil may exercise his memory and not forget what has already been learned.”95
One aspect of the Latin school is that the schoolboys kept notebooks in which
they could only write what the teacher told them to. These notebooks were used for
materials that would need to be memorized and later recited.
The well-educated schoolboy had a notebook für alle memorabilia – for
everything worth remembering in each subject. Having completed his training, the
pupil, when he spoke, fell readily into cadences not his own. His memory
furnished learned phrases for every occasion. When reflecting on something, his
mind came back with cataloged and labeled formulae. In such a system, learning
was made useful, tidy, orderly, and above all ideologically safe.96
Altenburg specified a few things that needed to be written down, beginning with
the notation of the first basic notes that the student learned: c, g, c’, e’, g’, c’’. 97 He
reasoned that the student would become accustomed to the notation, even though they did
not use sheet music until the fourth lesson. In that lesson, they were to “write out for the
pupil the range of all the trumpet tones, according to chapter 8,” where he wrote out the
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range twice, once to G6, as shown in Figure 4.1, and a second figure up to the 16th partial
(C6) as shown in Figure 4.2.98

Figure 4.1 Altenburg’s trumpet range in written notation. Altenburg, Versuch, p. 69

Figure 4.2 Altenburg’s trumpet range in partials. Altenburg, Versuch, p. 76
Also from the fourth lesson, the last time Altenburg specified to have something
written down, he indicated: “[h]ave him write the short pieces in a special book, and see
to it that he acquires a good collection of such pieces. Hereby he will learn to write
manuscript neatly and correctly at the same time.”99 Similar music books have been left
by Magnus Thomsen Musikbuch (c.1598) and Hendrich Lübeck Musikbuch (1598). It
may have been common practice to keep music books or notebooks. Further examples of
such notebooks mentioned are the 1698 G.F. Handel’s lost notebook which contained a
collection of works that his teacher had him copy and practice,100 and Anna Magdalena
Bach’s notebook (1725), with a collection of contemporary composers’ works.
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4.2 Aural Skills
Both musicologists Georg Schünemann and Peter Downey concluded that four
pages of exercises included in Magnus Thomsen’s c.1598 Musikbuch, were most likely a
student’s handwriting.101 They explained that these exercises comprised of solmization,
clef studies, and the labeling of note values. See Figure 4.3:

Figure 4.3 Student aural skills exercises, second page. Thomsen, Musikbuch, p. 299
Since Magnus Thomsen was from Dresden, a Lutheran city, he was likely brought
up in the Latin school tradition. The solmization exercises in his book connect the Latin
school musical foundation pedagogy to trumpet playing.

Schünemann, “Sonaten Und Feldstücke Der Hoftrompeter,” 149.; Downey,
“The Trumpet and Its Role in Music of the Renaissance and Early Baroque Volume I,”
191–92.
101
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The first line in the Thomsen example is the Guidonian Hexachord note names as
shown in Figure 4.4, from Heinrich Faber’s Compendiolum musicae (1548). The full note
names would have been G sol fa ut¸ D la so re, etc. rather than simply G, or sol. This
system distinguished which register was utilized from the twenty notes that were used for
voice.
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Figure 4.4 Guidonian Hand Illustration. Faber, Compendiolum musicae, fol. 6
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Thomsen’s book includes ear-training interval exercises consisting of ascending
thirds, fourths, and fifths scales that were also used as contrapuntal exercises. Figures 4.5
and 4.6 show examples from Latin school primers, where they demonstrate how these
exercises were utilized with the other parts written out. Some parts are offset by a beat, to
create counterpoint imitation while maintaining a scale of perfect fourths. The interval
between the parts is either octaves, thirds, perfect fourths, or perfect fifths:

Figure 4.5 Ascending fourths counterpoint exercise in two parts. Zanger, Practicae
Musicae Praecepta, p. 22
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Figure 4.6 Ascending fourths exercise in three parts. Listenius, Musica, p. 22
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While Schünemann and Downey labeled the last page of the solmization exercises
as clef exercises in the Thomsen book, these were hexachord mutation exercises, a sightsinging method of the 16th and 17th centuries.
Hexachords utilize six syllables (ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la) to facilitate the
distinguishing of intervals and scales, similar to the modern solfège system. There are
three kinds of hexachords: natural (no B/no seventh degree) that began on C, hard (B
natural/ B-duralis/Bedur) that began on G, and soft (B flat/Bemol) began on F.102 To
complete a wider range than a sixth, the hexachords needed to be combined (mutated)
from one to another to complete the scales. Syllables mi and fa were also used as seventhdegree syllables.
In the Latin school primers, the same diagram in figure 4.6 was standardized and
copied into many treatises to explain how to combine the natural hexachord with one
other hexachord to sight sing any 16th century music. See Figure 4.7 for modern
visualization.

Figure 4.7 Modern illustration of hexachord mutation. Reisenweaver, Guido of Arezzo
and His Influence on Learning, p. 42
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In the Thomsen book, by contrast, the student had to spell out nine combinations
of natural and hard, as well as natural and soft combinations. For example, in Figure 4.8
on the top left, it spells out C’ sol fa ut, Bedur, meaning that the second c, natural scale to
be combined with the hard hexachord (B-natural) for the highest notes. In the modern
diagram, in Figure 4.7, the scale would start on C4. In the Faber diagram, Figure 4.9, C’
sol fa ut, lines up with the C clef, and would ascend the natural scale (ut, re, mi, fa, so,
la). Since it is B natural in the second part, there should be a mutation on la and use re,
mi, fa instead of si, ut (as later figure 4.10 Fantini has done). The next scale below, C’sol
fa ut Bdur, properly mutates on the lowest note, F3, from fa to ut, modulating to the soft
hexachord that includes B-flat characterized by fa, as per tradition. Although, other
seventh-degree syllables and the syllable si existed by 1600, it is highly unusual to have
the syllable si already in use, and a subject for further investigation.103

Figure 4.8 Student aural skills exercises, fourth page. Thomsen, Musikbuch, p. 301
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Figure 4.9 16th century hexachord scales, illustration of how to mutate. Faber,
Compendiolum musicae, fol. 6
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In Girolamo Fantini’s 1638 trumpet treatise, after the presentation of trumpet note
names, he also utilized these hexachord mutation syllables of the C’sol fa ut, B durr, as
shown in Figure 4.10. There is a mutation on the ascending A, descending A, and at the
descending E. Even though B-flat is available on the natural trumpet, he limited the
trumpet to the C major scale.

Figure 4.10 Upper register scale with hexachord mutation syllables. Fantini, Modo
imparare, p. 7
Another Latin school teaching that is implemented in trumpet pedagogy, is the
concept of playing the instrument first and learning the rules and notation later. In the
Latin schools they sang for the first two divisions and began learning fundamentals of
music during the third division.
Imitation was emphasized earlier when Altenburg wrote about the first three
lessons being done strictly by ear, thus teaching trumpet aurally before connecting it to
notation.104 Particularly with field pieces, he determined that they were to be learned
through mimicking. The implication comes from the following lesson, the fourth lesson,
where he wrote “since up to now the playing has been done without [written] music,
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merely by ear…”105 It had practical application to the trumpet tradition, where musical
performances and military signals were performed from memory and improvised.
The Latin school, likewise, embraced the imitation technique. For example, in
Kapellmeister Wolfgang Caspar Printz’s (1641-1717) notable primer for voice from
1678, Musica modulatoria vocalis, oder Manierliche und zierliche Sing-Kunst, he notes a
few practical ways to practice:
Printz suggests pupil should practice alone for half hour a day with a tuned
instrument and for the best training with a monochord….Starting
ornamentation / improvisation training early on….A boy can also use a wellresponding echo to practice his voice, and in particular he can try to form each
and every figure correctly, and so notice if it does not sound well….Imitation
of good singers provides the best learning experience.106
Once notation was introduced, musical examples such as sonatas, ceremonial
music, and bicinium were utilized. One of the core pedagogical methods of the Latin
schools is singing bicinium, which lasted through the 18th century. The bicinium taught
harmony, imitation, and interval studies (as mentioned earlier). In addition, the Latin
schools aimed to have the best compositional examples and bicinium. J.E. Altenburg
mentioned in the trumpet anthology of musical pieces, “[s]ome have set various two-part
canons and fugues for trumpets, even though they are not especially pleasing to the
ear.”107
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Although Altenburg recommended practicing bicinium with the student as a
pedagogical tool, he also provided a few composed duets in his treatise with expressed
distaste in them for performing purposes. In the J.E. Altenberg footnotes, Edward Tarr
commented that one of the example duets, shown in Figure 4.11, came from Heinrich
Ignaz Franz Biber’s (1644-1704) Twelve Duets for Two Trumpets. Figure 4.12 is the
original duet in Biber’s collection, in comparison there are some discrepancies, and
perhaps explains why Altenburg was opposed to their performance.

Figure 4.11 Bicinium for two trumpets example. Altenburg, Versuch, p. 103

Figure 4.12 Bicinium No. 11 with marked discrepancies. Biber, Twelve Trumpet Duets.
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4.3 Physiology
Since the 17th century, the authors of the Latin school primers and trumpet
treatises found that physiology and nutrition considerations were crucial for the best
performance, even though some of the following recommendations are antiquated.
In the Latin school primer, Printz (1678) lists extensive recommendations for
preserving the voice: “[b]ut we must first remember that the vocalist should protect
himself from impure, foggy, very cold or hot air, north winds, smoke and dust
(particularly that from flax and lime), and that he looks after his chest well all the time
and keeps it warm.”108 According to John Butt, Printz also provided a long list of
prohibited foods: “lentils, white cabbage, sauerkraut, mustard, raw onions, garlic, and
radish, sour wine, sour beer, and very cold water,”109 as well as a sixteen ingredient
smoothie to prolong one’s breath. Further considerations also included correct posture.
For example, in Johann Samuel Beyer Primae Lineae Musicae Vocalis… (1703) he
described that “the head should not be hung low so that it inhibits the freedom of the
neck.”110 In trumpet treatises, similar considerations are noted; J.E. Altenburg wrote that
an apprentice must have these following prerequisites:
…(1) possess a healthy body, a good chest, and lungs, a mouth suitable for a
[trumpet] embouchure, firm teeth, and an agile tongue…(4) take special care not
to play immediately after eating, nor to drink anything cold after playing, for the
sake of his health, because both can produce an incurable illness as a
consequence.111
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There was a particularly common belief in avoiding cold water following playing,
performing on a full stomach, maintaining healthy teeth, and having a strong chest.

Conclusion
One of the main questions of this document was investigating further than what
was taught but how the techniques and methods were applied. It was not simply that the
students had to memorize their repertoire, but that they were likely to have fragmentized
the pieces and utilized endless repetition to successfully learn them. Additionally, the
student would have had ear training, but more specifically, they would have utilized
interval exercises and hexachord mutation syllables that allowed them to be able to
perceive and produce the pitches more accurately. Lastly, with concerns to physiology,
even in 17th century pedagogy, there was a deep consideration on diet, posture, and
physical health that is crucial for optimal performance, as posture and teeth health
directly affect sound production.
.
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CHAPTER 5:
TRUMPET PEDAGOGY: UNDERSTANDING THE TREATISES
Musicologist Detlef Altenburg (1973) deemed Johann Ernst Altenburg’s
curriculum’s to be idealistic and therefore demanded the “highest requirements.”
However, in this chapter, I will discuss how Johann Ernst Altenburg’s overall curriculum
is similar to the content and order of the two major trumpet treatises that were produced
at the beginning of the 17th century by Bendinelli (1614) and Fantini (1638). This,
therefore, would establish that even if J.E. Altenburg did not have students of his own,
his curriculum was not an idealistic portrayal and that there was a traditional structure to
the apprenticeship.
Cesare Bendinelli (c.1542-1617) was a court trumpeter from Verona and served at
the Munich court under the famous composer Orlando di Lasso. Bendinelli produced his
Tutta l'arte della trombetta (The Entire Art of the Trumpet) in 1614. Girolamo Fantini
(1600-1675) was also an Italian court trumpeter who worked in Rome and was employed
by the Grand Duke of Tuscany Ferdinando II. Fantini published his treatise Modo per
imparare a sonare di tromba (Trumpet Method) in 1638.112
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published books were presented. That way it would more likely have a commercial
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J.E. Altenburg listed the requirements and duties of the student prior to presenting
his curriculum. In the second requirement, the student needed to “possess some
knowledge of vocal and instrumental music. Therefore I repeat here that some instruction
in singing would also be very beneficial to the trumpeter.”113 This further supports a
musical foundation prerequisite from the Latin school.

5.1 The First Two Lessons: The Fundamentals
J.E. Altenburg’s curriculum begins with forming the correct embouchure
technique and learning the first six notes. The structure of Bendinelli and Fantini’s
trumpet treatises begins with a visual presentation of the available notes, as shown in
Figure 5.1. It was customary to have charts and visuals within primers, subsequently, the
teacher would optimize lesson time by not copying them on a blackboard.114

Figure 5.1 Trumpet range from Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 7
In the beginning, the emphasis was to learn the first six notes in order to perform the
military signals as early as possible. Next in Fantini’s treatise is a scale of the upper
register that utilizes hexachord mutations for the solfège syllables, see Figure 4.10.
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In J.E. Altenburg’s second lesson the student is introduced to articulation through
tonguing and “huffing” (utilizing the air for articulation). In Fantini’s and Bendinelli’s
treatises, the articulation exercises were also next. Bendinelli includes twenty-seven
Ricercars (technical exercises) that introduce articulation first with movement of the
chin, which creates a “wah” effect (marked with dots under the notes), 115 and afterwards
the various tongued articulations. His exercises range from C2 to C4, and progress in
diminution of the rhythms as seen in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. Unlike Fantini, Bendinelli
does not specify the articulation syllables until he introduces the military signals.

Figure 5.2 Bendinelli Articulation Exercise 1 (first two lines). Bertoluzzi, “Bendinelli’s
‘Entire Art of the Trumpet’”, p. 3

Figure 5.3 Bendinelli Articulation Exercise 2, from Bertoluzzi. “Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art
of the Trumpet’”, p. 3

Fantini includes fifteen articulation exercises and orders them from the low to the
high register (C2 to G5). The second exercise, in Figure 5.4, ascends from C3 to C4 on
the first line and descends from C4 to C2 on the second. The rhythm is two sixteenth
notes, two eighth notes, and a half note.
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Similar to modern day jaw vibrato.
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Figure 5.4 Second Articulation Exercise. Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 7

By the sixth exercise, Figure 5.5, it is similar to modern-day double tongue exercises,
with four sixteenths and a quarter note grouping. The first line spans from G3 to G4, and
the rest is C5 to C3. The rest of the articulation exercises continue to ascend with some
note grouping variations.

Figure 5.5 Sixth Articulation Exercise. Fantini Modo per imparare, p. 8

These first two lessons show that the most important foundational skills prior to
learning repertoire were learning the first six notes and various articulations (tongue
technique). Through these exercises, the student would have also developed range, speed,
and flexibility; as these exercises expanded in range, diminished in rhythmical values,
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and required the student to have significant interval jumps. These are the essential skills
that these treatises deemed as prerequisites prior to learning the military signals.

5.2 Articulation Markings
Articulation markings did not become commonplace until the late 18th century
and were not even standardized during Beethoven’s time.116 Therefore, to indicate hard
versus soft articulations for wind instruments, different consonants were utilized to mark
strong and weak beats (stressed vs. unstressed, or as the treatises refer to these, “good”
and “bad” notes). Moreover, wind articulations came in groupings. Single tonguing
would only be appropriate for long notes, while any moving passages would have a
combination of hard and soft syllables. Examples of this can be seen as early as Silvestro
di Ganassi’s Opera Intitulata Fontegara (1535), a Venetian recorder treatise, where he
discussed “t” versus “d” articulation. 117 Ganassi explained that the versions of t or d,
followed by ch [English, K], are crude and harsh, while l followed by r were tenero, or
soft, commonly known as reversed tonguing (lingua riversa). He elaborated that “… the
reversed syllables are hardly tongued at all…in rapid repetition, the stroke of the tongue
is lost and is therefore called reversed.”118 Ganassi also introduced various variations,
including: “teche teche teche,” “[t]ere tere tere,” “Lere lere lere lere,” “[t]acha teche
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Lawson and Stowell, The Historical Performance of Music : An Introduction,

47–48.
117

Full translation of the articulation section is available p. 12-14: Crandall,
Benjamin Jay. “Connections between Wind Tonguings and Keyboard Fingerings (1500–
1650).” D.M.A., University of Houston.
Crandall, “Connections between Wind Tonguings and Keyboard Fingerings
(1500–1650),” 13.
118
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tichi tocho tuchu,“ “dacha deche dichi docho duchu,“ “dara daredari daro daru,“ and
“chara chare chari charo charu.“119
Another version of articulation was intermediate tonguing (Mediocre) where t or
d were followed by an r. Lastly, a combination of each of these syllables would be
created for quadruple tonguing (terelere or derelere).120
This tradition continued in Venice with Girolamo Dalla Casa’s treatise, Il Vero
Modo (1584), a cornetto manual with similar articulations. Although, instead of
explaining the articulations in the foreword, Dalla Casa included the syllables only under
the corresponding notation in the first two pages, leaving the rest of the treatise without
any articulation markings. This is similar to the structure of the Bendinelli and Fantini
methods, where they mark the syllables in early portions of their treatises and discontinue
the use later on. Therefore, any claim that Bendinelli or Fantini invented these
articulation devices is untrue. Bendinelli’s description of articulation is consistent with
prior mentioned works, as Downey summarizes, “[s]harp tonguing uses a hard consonant:
tan, ta, tin, etc. Soft tonguing uses a softer initial consonant: da, ne, na, nan, etc. Reverse
tonguing (roversia)...uses the syllables la and re.”121
In Downey’s dissertation and various others, the authors referred to Bendinelli’s
theghedhegheda and Fantini’s tegheda as double tonguing, which in modern terms
implies they were used for rapid tonguing. While these do correspond to modern double-
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Ganassi, Opera Intitulata Fontegara, 16.

Crandall, “Connections between Wind Tonguings and Keyboard Fingerings
(1500–1650),” 2.
120

Downey, “The Trumpet and Its Role in Music of the Renaissance and Early
Baroque Volume I,” 183.
121
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tonguing syllables, they were a manner to notate the grouping of notes. The first syllable
was marked with a stronger consonant and the remainder allowed for softer articulation,
rather than indicating a need for faster articulation. The uneven articulations allowed for
stressed and unstressed emphasis, similarly to speech.
Figure 5.6 shows two options of note grouping, which Fantini describes as various
ways of using the tip of the tongue. One starts with soft syllables and ends with harder
syllables: lala, lera lera lera, then teghe teghe teghe teghe, tiri tiri tiri ti. The other
grouping begins with hard syllables on the downbeats: tere, tere, tere, tere, and then
reversed tongue, lera lera lera lera, finishing with harder syllables, teghetegheteghe di.

Figure 5.6 Tongue tip articulation variation exercise. Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 11

Later in the treatise, in Figure 5.7, Fantini used compound articulation, ta na no as
a form of triple tonguing (which was also used as a note grouping or a triplet figure, as
seen in Figure 5.7, with the dotted rhythm on the last line), then returns to teghe in duple
grouping in the following exercise.
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Figure 5.7 Low Register Exercise 1 and first part of Exercise 2. Fantini, Modo per
imparare, p. 16
Figure 5.8 illustrates another application of the “double” tongue teghe teghe with
incorporated single tongue on the half and quarter notes.

Figure 5.8 The Seventh Call (Fantini’s self-composed calls). Fantini, Modo per imparare,
p. 23
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In these examples, the vowel indicates the position of the back of the tongue - this
controls the size of the oral cavity and affects note consistency. A lower tongue position
with a vowel such as “ah”, would then produce a larger oral cavity, which would aid in a
lower pitch. A raised tongue with a vowel such as “ee” would produce a smaller cavity
which would aid in a higher pitch.122 Bendinelli and Fantini also utilized the articulations
syllables as mnemonic memorization device. Bendinelli claims this to have been his
invention,123 however, this is disputable since the original signal rhythmic motives come
from the names that they were purposed for.124

5.3 The Third Lesson: Military Signals
After the first six notes are learned and the articulations are introduced,
Altenburg’s third lesson consists of learning the main five field pieces. The pedagogical
emphasis was on practicality, so the most important pieces were introduced as early as
possible. Altenburg begins with the March, reasoning that it is the simplest one.
Bendinelli begins with a military toccata that precedes the Boots and Saddles, and Fantini
begins with prima chiamata di Guerra (first call of war) and various other calls that
precedes Boots and Saddles.
There are variations of the field pieces from one treatise to the next. In practice,
the trumpet ensemble would perform Toccata before and after the signals, and they often

Tarr and Downey, Cesare Bendinelli Tutta l’arte Della Trombetta 1614
Complete English Translation, Biography and Critical Commentary, 15.
122

123

Tarr and Downey, 10.

Downey, “The Trumpet and Its Role in Music of the Renaissance and Early
Baroque Volume I,” 209.
124
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improvised their parts. These were not standardized and although provided in the
treatises, the primary goal in the trumpet apprenticeship was to train the trumpeter on the
specific signals.
One of the most important field pieces was Boots and Saddles, which is perhaps
why Bendinelli and Fantini listed it first. It is a call to notify the cavalry squadron that it
was time to prepare the horses. It consistently began with a dran (German for “turn”),
which is a lip slur or glissando. Bendinelli specifies to use the syllables dran to execute
it, while Fantini uses ta dra. The following Figures 5.9 to 5.11 of Boots and Saddles are
similar in structure and notes, with variations on diminution of the note length. Later
treatises, such as Johann Winter’s Regola da osservarsi… (1795), shown in Figure 5.12,
begin the Boots and Saddles with a rapid arpeggio and continue with an elaborate
variation.125 The other signals, not included here, are significantly more varied.

Figure 5.9 First part of Boots and Saddles from Bendinelli’s Tutta l’arte (1614).
Bertoluzzi, “Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art of the Trumpet’”, p. 13

125

In the early treatises, since the dran was C3-G3, they could not have sounded
an arpeggio in between the notes since there are no intermediary partials. It is a subject
for further investigation whether the shift to a higher partial C4-G4, that does include
intermediary partials, ultimately produced the starting arpeggio.
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Figure 5.10 First part of Buttasella. Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 12

Figure 5.11 First part of Thomsen’s Pottesella. Downey, “The Trumpet and Its
Role[…] Volume II”, p. 197

Figure 5.12 Winter, Butta Sella (1795). Carter, “Giohannes Wintter’s Regola Da
Osservasi…”, p. 93

5.4 The Fourth Lesson: Low Range and Interval Exercises
J.E. Altenburg’s fourth lesson introduces the apprentice to the full range of the
trumpet notation, intonation technique, simple interval exercises, and simple musical
pieces. Bendinelli follows the military signals and toccatas section with three exercises.
He explains that these were used to develop middle to low register as well as the chin and
the tongue. In addition, there were used as further technical exercises for the sonatas and
military signals. Fantini follows his military signals section with exercises, he describes,
that work from low to high range in a progressive manner. However, observing the
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exercises, they also address intervals, articulation, and tongue speed studies. The first
exercise, as shown in Figure 5.13, spans from C4 to G4. By the third exercise, in Figure
5.14, is a simplified and fast version of the second exercise. The last exercise, shown in
Figure 5.15, spans from C5 to G5 on the first line and includes the lower octave, C4 to E5
on the second line, with elaborated intervals.

Figure 5.13 First Exercise for Low to High Register. Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 16

Figure 5.14 Third Exercise. Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 17

Figure 5.15 Fifth Exercise. Fantini, Modo per imparare p. 17
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Bendinelli’s exercises begin in the lowest range, with a simple interval study, progressive
diminution of rhythms, and articulation studies as in Figures 5.16 through 5.18.

Figure 5.16 Bendinelli partial of the first exercise. Bertoluzzi, “Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art of
the Trumpet’”, p. 32

Figure 5.17 Bendinelli first exercise last section. Bertoluzzi, “Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art of
the Trumpet’”, p. 32
The next exercises follow similar structure with more changes of interval combinations
that include frequent octave leaps, as seen in Figure 5.18:
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Figure 5.18 Bendinelli second exercise (first part). Bertoluzzi, “Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art
of the Trumpet’”, p. 33
Following the range and interval exercises, Bendinelli, similar to Altenburg,
includes two simple musical pieces (Sarasinetta), while Fantini’s treatise omits the
simple musical pieces and continues on to ensemble pieces (Entrada).

5.5 Fifth through Ninth Lessons: Clarino Range and Ensemble Playing
In the second half of J.E. Altenburg’s curriculum, he focused on the upper
register, ensemble playing, solo playing, and review of materials. Altenburg’s fifth lesson
outlines the upper register (clarino) playing, with emphasize that the sound needs to be
clear, in tune, and to avoid screeching. In the sixth lesson, is when J.E. Altenburg
introduces bicinium and how to play the clarino part (descant). Afterwards, in the seventh
lesson is a review of materials structuring the day with the morning focused on upper
register practice and the afternoon for field pieces. The eighth lesson instructs and
includes ensemble playing. Lastly, in the ninth lesson the student studies concertos and
sinfonien that include two trumpets, this is when the student would learn ornamentation
and style. Altenburg recommends, for the student’s benefit, that both the ensemble and
solo portions be played with full instrumentation.
Bendinelli and Fantini structure this portion of their teaching slightly differently;
they place the clarino exercises after the ensemble pieces. Bendinelli follows the simple
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musical pieces with processional and festive ensemble pieces: the two Intradas and 332
Sonatas.126 Fantini, on the other hand, includes one ensemble processional piece
(including all the sections: Imperial Intrada, Rotta, Imperial March, Second Imperial
[March], then D.C. to Intrada), and seven calls (chiamata). Bendinelli, like Altenburg,
follows the upper register exercises with bicinium and ends his treatise with an
explanation of how descant playing is applied. Fantini included twelve upper register
study pieces, and then like Altenburg, ends his treatise with trumpet solo repertoire of 70
short trumpet pieces with continuo.
Upper Register Exercises:
Fantini structured his exercises thus far to be progressive towards the upper
register, perhaps so the student could continue advancing on the previous exercises, as
they progress through the curriculum. The upper register studies are not structured in that
progressive order, instead, the first basic exercise is immediately followed by far more
advanced short studies as shown in Figure 5.21. The first exercise, shown in Figure 5.19,
follows the harmonic series from G4 to G5 down to C3. It only includes two additional
notes in the upper register that the first low register exercise, shown in Figure 5.20,
omitted E5 and G5. The low register exercise, from earlier in the book, ranges from G3 to
C4 then to C2.

Tarr and Downey, Cesare Bendinelli Tutta l’arte Della Trombetta 1614
Complete English Translation, Biography and Critical Commentary, 10.; The number of
sonatas are shown as 337, but Ed Tarr has corrected the numbering in the commentary.
Bendinelli’s Tutta l’arte della Trombetta was a complete anthology of what he believed
was all of trumpet music of that time. By no means it would have been expected of the
student to learn all these pieces.
126
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Figure 5.19 First upper register exercise. Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 23

Figure 5.20 First low register exercise. Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 7
The second exercise includes the highest range from all the studies, reaching D6 as
shown in Figure 5.21, while a majority of the upper register studies do not exceed A5.

Figure 5.21 Second upper register exercise. Fantini, Modo per imparare, p. 23
Bendinelli approached the clarino range similarly as he did to the low register exercises;
the range of this long exercise simplified to Figures 5.22-5.26 is mostly confined to C5 to
G5, with one exception of an A5 at the end. Bendinelli begins with slow studies as seen
in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 and then speeds them up by rhythmic diminution as shown in
Figure 5.24 through Figure 5.26. The exercises also progressively become more
rhythmically elaborate. As mentioned earlier, the dots under the notes denote an accent
using the chin, which gives a “wah” effect.
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Figure 5.22 Bendinelli’s clarino range exercise in whole notes and half notes. Bertoluzzi,
“Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art of the Trumpet’”, p. 299

Figure 5.23 Bendinelli’s clarino range exercise in quarter notes. Bertoluzzi, “Bendinelli’s
‘Entire Art of the Trumpet’”, p. 300

Figure 5.24 Bendinelli’s clarino range exercise with eighth notes. Bertoluzzi,
“Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art of the Trumpet’”, p. 300

Figure 5.25 Bendinelli’s clarino range exercise with sixteenth note. Bertoluzzi,
“Bendinelli’s ‘Entire Art of the Trumpet’” p. 301
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Figure 5.26 Bendinelli’s clarino range exercise ending. Bertoluzzi, “Bendinelli’s ‘Entire
Art of the Trumpet’”, p. 301

5.6 Range commentary
Musicologist Detlef Altenburg argued that Johann Ernst Altenburg’s curriculum
was unmanageable particularly because of the clarino playing requirement. However, the
ranges of C5 to G5 were considered to be clarino register as seen in the trumpet treatises,
which would have been manageable to acquire within a two-year span. Unfortunately,
20th century scholarship changed clarino to mean the extreme high register. According to
musicologist Lars Laubhold, the obsession with the extreme clarino register in
scholarship began with the historic informed performance practice movement in the 20th
century. Its goal was to be able to perform Johann Sebastian Bach’s Second Brandenburg
Concerto on a trumpet. Academics studied the Baroque treatises to gain insight into how
to obtain the extreme high register required to perform these pieces. Unfortunately for the
academics, such insight was not provided, and they deemed the skill a guild secret.127 The
clarino range only reached the extreme high registers in the Rococo period and few
players were noted to have been able to perform it well, such as Johann Heinisch (active
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Laubhold, Magie Der Macht: Eine Quellenkritische Studie Zu Johann Ernst
Altenburgs Versuch Einer Anleitung Zur Heroisch-Musikalischen Trompeter- Und
Pauker Kunst (Halle 1795), 16–18.
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in Viennese Court 1727 to 1750), who was able to perform as high as the 24th partial.128
For most of the 16th to 18th centuries, the clarino register did not reach nearly as high.
The 17th century Latin school primers and the other major theoretical works do
not present the trumpet range beyond C6. Figure 5.27 is from Praetorius’ Syntagma
Musicum II (1614-1620). The table demonstrates the trumpet range, here noted as
Tromba on the right side, to reach E5.

Figure 5.27 Table illustration of the range of trumpet and trombone. Praetorius,
Syntagma Musicum II, p. 20

128

Sarkissian and Tarr, “Trumpet.”
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Figures 5.28 and 5.29 are from the 1637 treatise Seconde Partie De L’Harmonie
Universelle by Marin Mersenne, who was a notable music theorist. The first Figure, 5.28,
demonstrates the range of the military trumpet, which spans from C3 to C5. Figure 5.29
is a partial image of the full harmonic series of the trumpet, with a second part below that
reaches the 32nd partial. Mersenne explains that that figure demonstrates the full
“circumstance” of the trumpet, unlike the previous figure which was practically used.
Lastly, Figure 5.30, from Daniel Speer’s 1697 treatise Grund-richtiger… Unterricht
introduces the ranges from C2 to C6 as possibilities.

Figure 5.28 Trumpet range of C3-C5.
Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle, p. 263
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Figure 5.29 Partial image of the trumpet’s harmonic series. Mersenne, Harmonie
Universelle, p. 267

Figure 5.30 Trumpet range to C5. Speer, Grund-richtiger… Unterricht, p. 208
A few modern theories exist regarding the end of the extreme clarino range. It
was not an average ability to perform at this register, and the demand for such playing
was short-lived. Menke’s theory is that, in the transition to classical era, trumpeters had
to include a wider collection of crooks and trumpets to keep up with the key changes and
the greater use of keys beyond C, D, E, and F. Because of this, the main challenge and
concern became intonation and not the availability of the high register.129

129

Menke, History of the Trumpet of Bach and Handel, 58–59; Don Smithers
offers another explanation: he attributes the overall demise of the baroque trumpet to the
change of military strategy with a higher use of muskets and artillery. According to
Smithers, “[this] led to the adoption of the louder, but musically more limited, bugle.
Smaller and shallower mouthpieces: the diminution of brass signal instruments and the
increase of dynamics necessary for them to be heard above the din of heavier and more
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When studying the exercises that are left by the trumpeters of the 17th and 18th
centuries, upper register playing was added later in the treatises to accommodate musical
needs for court and procession music. However, they were not essential for the primary
goal, which was learning the military signals. Therefore, an apprentice did not need to
possess the clarino range to pass their apprenticeship exam, and the extreme clarino
range was short-lived, with only a few players practicing it.

violent military engagements required this change of mouthpiece.” See Smithers, “The
Baroque Trumpet after 1721,” 360–61.
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CONCLUSION
The foundational question of this document was how it was possible for the
Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild to only have a two-year apprenticeship. Therefore, this
document sought to find how this expedited model was established, how the
apprenticeship was structured, and how the pedagogical methods were applied.
In the second chapter, an examination of the historical context of the Thirty-Year
War showed that the expedited model and the imperial guild were founded because of the
dire need for qualified trumpeters on the battlefield. The Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild was
then able to assure the high status of the trumpeter by enforcing who was accepted as an
apprentice and who was qualified to teach. The guild also established nine years of
training: two years of apprenticeship and seven years as a journeyman in the military.
One of the key findings, established in the third chapter, was that the apprentices
were likely to have attended the Latin school prior to their training. There, they would
have received practical musical education that included aural skills and voice. As a result,
the apprentices would have had a musical foundation in sight-reading, interval studies,
and counterpoint improvisation that they would have needed for their musical
requirements as field trumpeters, and afterward, court trumpeters.
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In Chapter 4, the Latin school’s primers contextualize the trumpet methods and
how they were applied. This includes memorization and repetition, use of hexachord
mutations, playing duets, learning by imitation prior to learning notation, and
physiological considerations.
Lastly, Chapter 5 connected the two-year curriculum that was outlined in J.E.
Altenburg’s 1795 treatise to the organization of the earliest known trumpet treatises of
Bendinelli (1614) and Fantini (1638). This established the order that the materials were
presented, but also gave further insight into how these treatises were used. With
contextualization of the Latin school’s emphasis on practicality, the trumpet curriculum
reflected in J.E. Altenburg, Bendinelli, and Fantini, introduced the military signals
immediately after the student was able to produce all the necessary notes and
articulations. At that point the curriculum covered ensemble playing, the upper register,
and various solo pieces.
This inquiry leads to the future recommendation of designing a qualitative study
that would restructure the current trumpet curriculum to investigate the effectiveness of
the apprenticeship model and practical approach for contemporary musical requirements.
It would address practical needs first, have emphasis in chamber playing, and then
expand to versatile playing. In contrast, the control group would have a well-rounded
approach.
For future and further studies, the remaining areas to investigate are the Catholic
school’s music curriculum, Johann Winter’s treatise Regola da osservarsi (1795), and
David Buhl’s Ordonnance des trompettes pour toutes les troupes a cheval adoptée l'an
treize par le Ministre de la Guerre (1825). These later treatises would bring insight to
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how the role of the trumpeter may have changed at the turn of the century and therefore
how the training changed. This document followed the Latin school instead of the
Catholic school, since the Imperial Trumpeters’ Guild headquarters was in Dresden, in a
Lutheran state. Magnus Thomsen and Hendrich Lübeckh were originally from Dresden
and served at the court, but at the end of the 16th century, they were sent to Denmark and
modern-day Northern Germany to establish trumpet education there. Consequently,
Thomsen and Lübeckh were the primary teachers for the early 17th century trumpet
pedagogues. Further research into the Catholic states would give insight into the musical
foundation that produced great trumpeters, particularly at the court of Salzburg and the
imperial court in Vienna.
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